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Chapter 3 - Fire Management
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Abstract
The common location of camping parks in forested or wooded areas, the normal use of combustible material by
the campers and the frequent use of campfires to cook turn camping parks into areas with a high propensity for
the occurrence of fires. Moreover, fires occurring close to parks induce to evacuations that disturb their normal
activities. Despite the occurrence of several of such events, the associated risk is not yet well studied.
Project FireCamp is being developed in Portugal to analyse the propensity of fires in camping parks. This project
has as main objectives: (1) analysis of past occurrences; (2) analysis of the combustibility of typical materials
used in camping parks such as tents, sleeping bags or camping mattresses; (3) characterization of the camping
park fuel cover and its surrounding by image analysis taken by UAV; (4) modelling of fire spread in camping
parks; and (5) security measures for fire prevention and mitigation. A pilot study is being carried out in the
Camping Park of Coja, in Arganil - Coimbra, which in September of 2012 was threatened by a forest fire that
arrived to the perimeter of the camping park. A survey of this occurrence was done.
Several laboratory tests have been carried out in order to analyse the properties of the camping materials. Real
tents with and without typical material inside (e.g., sleeping beds) were burnt in controlled environment in order
to determine the mass loss decay, the increase of temperature and the convective winds produced. In parallel,
each type of typical camping materials were analysed to determine the calorific power value.
Considering that external fires frequently threat camping parks, the survey of the neighbourhood of camping
parks is also of great interest. In FireCamp Project, the aerial photographic survey of the camping park of Coja
was carried out in order to produce a fuel map of this area. Based on this fuel map, a stochastic model to predict
the fire spread in the covered area was set up.
The results obtained in the pilot study of the project applied to the Camping Park of Coja are also presented.
Keywords: forest fire, camping parks, wildland urban interface, WUI, modelling, mapping, fuel
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Introduction
The occurrence of fires in Camping Parks (CP) are relatively frequent and in several cases they drive
to wounded people or even to dead fatalities. The most serious fire incident occurred in camping parks
took place in the CP Los Alfaques, in Terragona-Spain in 1978, where cascading explosions of fuel
storages led to 217 deaths and more than 300 wounded people. Several other fire incidents have been
reported by, for example, Fraser et al. (2003) or Klein et al. (2005).
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